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New York Beauty Quilts and Quilt Blocks
History:

Quilting became more prevalent after the invention of the power loom (1786) and the cotton gin  (1793) as 
cotton making became easier and of better quality, which improved the printing of cloth. Improvements in the 
power loom came in 1834 when the loom was completely automated.  Thus pieced blocks rather than whole cloth 
quilts became more popular. Godey’s Lady's Book began to publish quilt patterns in 1830. These patterns reflected 
daily life, biblical references and regional pride. 

New York Beauty was first documented in 1850. There is no single definitive size for New York Beauty. They come 
in all sizes, and a lot of shapes but they all have curves, and spiky triangles. The history of the name is murky.  Before 
newspapers and magazines started publishing and naming quilt patterns about the turn of the 20th century, quilt 
blocks did not have standardized names, Some say that the New York Beauty pattern is a reflection of the Chrysler 
Building in New York, others say that it is a reflection of the crown on the Statue of Liberty. However, the pattern is 
far older than either of those.  Some say it refers to the Rocky Mountains and the Western migration while still others 
say it represents a crown and the crucifixion. New York Beauty is known by several other names:  

• Rocky Mountain Road
• Rocky Mountains
• Rail through the mountains
• Crown of Thorns
• Sunrise in the Pines
• Surveyor
• President Polk in the White House
• Great Divide

In 1931, the New York Beauty title was applied by Stearns and Foster, makers of Mountain Mist batting, to 
boost batting sales. {Mountain Mist published quilt patterns on their batting wrappers starting in 1928}. Vintage NYB 
quilts have four pointy arcs facing inwards creating a curved cross shape in the center (or background) of the 
block. Each block is separated by wide sashing with more spiky points and elaborate cornerstones that contain 
eight-pointed Stars. Mountain Mist recommended that the block was traditionally made in orange and yellow or 
red and blue on white. 

Newer New York Beauty patterns have shorter, wider points, cut off at the tips.
Modern quilts turn the arcs outward to create ‘flower shapes’ with the points radiating outwards in the same 

way as mariners compass blocks. Oftentimes there is no sashing at all in modern era New York Beauty quilts. In the 
past two decades, this most difficult of patterns has been made easier by foundation piecing.

Mountain Mist New York Beauty pattern, c. 1930 wrapper - image from Bill Volkening’s blog

References:
Bill Volckening is the foremost collector of New York Beauty quilts and is the author of a book about his collection. 
(Quiltmania, France 2015). His earliest N.Y.B. quilt is dated from 1850, from Kentucky. 
https://willywonkyquilts.blogspot.com/search?q=New+York+Beauty

In December of 2013, Barbara Brackman wrote in her blog:  An 1854 diary refers to a "New York Beauty" quilt but 
whether it is the same design is unknown. 
http://barbarabrackman.blogspot.com/2013/12/new-york-beauty.html
http://barbarabrackman.blogspot.com/2013/12/new-york-beauty-evidence-of-pattern-name.html

Mountain Mist History:
https://www.quiltingdaily.com/mountain-mist-historical-quilts/
Amazon Book Listing:
Mountain Mist Historical Quilts: 14 Mid-Century Quilts Made New

Here is a YouTube tutorial series on making the New York Beauty Quilts: 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_R1nPsgLVOvOqn_k2LurSDEsWe5VGisC

See next page for diagram










